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SATELLITE III SITE SURVEY  7.15.19___________________________  
1.  Length, width and height of area(s) to be looped?  Is there a balcony? 
 
2.  What is the planned placement/location for the perimeter loop wire(s)?  

     Note: we generally do not recommend installing loop wires in plenum air spaces. 

 

3.  What is the estimated total run of wire (loop perimeter + connecting feed wires)? 
 
4.  Is there metal (framing, studs, rebar, ducts) in the ceiling, flooring and/or walls? 
 
5.  Are instruments with electromagnetic pickups (e.g. electric guitars, pianos) used? 

 

6.  Are dynamic type microphones or video used, and will the loop system be connected  

     to an existing PA system mixer? 
 
7.  Will there be any other loop systems operating nearby, and are confidentiality or 

     privacy of concern? 

 

8.  Will in-house or local techs install the system, or are you looking for an installer?* 

 

9.  Loop receivers w/ headphones are available for people who do not have  

     compatible (telecoil-equipped) hearing aids.  How many receivers are needed? 

 

10.  Please provide the name of the facility/venue where the system will be installed,  

       along with the end user’s and/or installer’s name, email address & phone number. 

 

*Many small venues purchase and successfully install our products with in-house talent.  We provide print 

instructions & unlimited technical support by email & telephone.  Alternatively, we have a network of 

professional installers.  It is important to plan for evaluation of the system on-site…tacking up/laying out & 

fully testing the planned design before the final install.  Professional loop system installers should use 

special test equipment (the FSM Loop Test Set or equivalent) for certifying that the system is in 

compliance with the latest IEC 60118-4 standards re:  technical performance.   

 

Oval Window Audio products are proudly made in the USA and include a 30 day return policy & 3 year warranty. 
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